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ABSTRACT 

A Prototype Micro-Macro Link for the Canadian Household Sector 

This paper seeks to forge a link between Canadian macro and 
micro data relating to the household sector. The analysis is in 
three parts. 	The first part begins with National Accounts data 
on the personal sector. 	These data are adjusted to remove 
transactions relating to non-biological persons, so that the 
result is income and expenditure for the household sub-sector. 
The second part starts with the annual household survey used to 
collect income distribution data. These survey data are 
augmented in various ways to account for under-reporting and to 
add information from other micro data sets - particularly the 
periodic survey of household expenditure patterns and a sample of 
individual income tax returns. The result is a comprehensive, 
albeit partially synthetic, household micro data set. The final 
part of the paper then confronts these two largely independent 
data sets with each other, and discusses the general quality of 
the results. 

Key Words: National Accounts, micro-foundations, household sectors, 
personal sectors. 



Intruction 

The develotrrent of an integrated systn of National Accounts reached one of 

its high points with the creation of the 1968 UN Standard National Accounts 

(SNA). Also by the late 1960s, the confluence of econanic events, new 

theoretical questions and a desire to make greater analytical use of 

conputer technology led to some dissatisfaction with aggregate econanic data 

and towards a desire for the developnent of micro data sets and their 

subsequent analytical exploitation. Most macro data or aggregates are, by 
and large, sintions of their constituent micro or individual data. The 

difference in the analytical use of micro and macro data is therefore 

neither in the overall facts or events which they portray, nor in the 

universe they cover. Rather, the difference lies in the analytical results 

which are desired, and in the theoretical variables enphasized and the 

questions posed and ansered. Thus, for instance, the SNPk macro accounts 
provide the basis for analysis of the total inccrne, expenditure and savings 
of the four broad sectors of the accounts (business, persons, g3verrlrnents, 

and non-residents) and the econcinic behaviour of these large groups vis 
vis each other. Such questions as which socio-econanic or inccme size group 

within the personal sector saves and spends how rruch cannot be addressed by 
macro econccnic data. 

Over the past two decades, significant advances in the creation, similation 
and analysis of mainly personal micro data sets have been ichieved for 
exartle by Orcutt, et al (1977) Pechman and others, and the potential of 

catputer manipulations of micro data sets generally have been explored by, 
axtcng others, Fellegi, Goldberg, Aukrust and Norbctten. wring the same 

time, the Ruggleses built sane of the conceptual roads leading fran S 
macro data in the personal sector tcards the possibility of micro data 
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manipulations and also carried out significant spade work in the application 

of coitputer technology based analysis of the longitt3.inal establishirent data 

files in the U.S. Department of Ccurierce. Iiever, relatively little 

progress has so far been made in the integration of micro data analysis into 

an SNA franrk. 

There are several reasons for this sening delay in the develoinent and 

exploitation of micro data within an SNA frameork. While conputers and 

otherwise confidential micro data files have been available to government 

statisticians, the intellectual climate of econanic analysis in the postwar 

years favored macro econanics and the desire to quantify the large 

aggregates of Keynesian econarti.cs drove statistical develoirent. Hcwever, 

interest in micro-analysis grew with the realization that there were limits 

as to what could be explained with macro data. Techniques were developed 

which permitted data on individuals and/or households and their econcinic, 

social and dtcgraphic characteristics contained in either statistical or 

administrative files to be made available on a sartple basis to the research 

public. Some of the micro data work in the personal field mentioned alcve 

has been a direct result of these developrents. 

It has hoiever not been possible to link this 'ork directly with the 

National ?counts because the so-called personal sector in the National 

Accounts encaipasses a rruch wider range of actors than natural or biological 

persons it includes non-profit institutions, personal associations, and 

unincorporated business. Furtherrtore it contains a significant niinber of 

inputations for non-market transactions, such as rent on c,,iner-occupied 

housing; and last but not least in contradistinction to most other sectors, 

not all constituent micro data of the personal sector are derived fran 

individual, family, or household files or accounts. Many of the data in the 

personal sector care from the records of businesses or governnents e.g. 

incare fran government transfer paents in the personal sector is not a 

statistical aggregation from individual or household receipts, but cares 
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from a record of the total out payments in the public accounts. A fair 

riunber of expenditures on consurr goods and services similarly are not the 

total of such expenditures as recorded by individuals, but the sales of such 

goods and services to individuals as reported in aggregate by tusiness. 

The purpose of this paper is to report on a prototype effort to construct, 

from existing data, a linked micro-macro account of the Canadian household 

sector. This effort encon-passes two major processes. Essentially, we have 

started from the to existing and divergent types of data, and tried to meet 

satwhere in the middle. The next section of the paper reports on a series 

of adjustments that have been made to the personal sector in the SNA in 

order to extract a picture of the household sector from the conventional 

personal sector of which it is the major constituent. This involves trying 

to distinguish the econanic activities of natural or biological persons from 

the activities of other institutions or groups (e.g. non-profit 

institutions) that have traditionally been put into the personal sector. 

The following section then describes the construction of the Social Policy 

Sirr..ilation Database (SPSD). This is a microdata set that was originally 

constructed to serve as the basis for a policy oriented microsirrulation 

rtde 1. E-iciever, in order for the rrodel to generate reliable and 

conrehensive estimates, the underlying database has had to be annted• and 

adjusted to cover the household sector as carpletely as possible. Thus, the 

SPSD can also be vied (serendipitously) as an effort to construct a more 

carplete micro foundation for the household sector. 

Once the national accounts adjustments and the contruction of the SPSD are 

described, we turn to an evaluation of their consistency. Starting from two  

Largely independent sets of data, hcw close are we able to ccrne? The reader 

will be the final judge, and the paper finishes with some concluding 

cczrrrents. 
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Households in the Personal Sector of the National Accounts 

In order to avoid confusion, the term personal sector will henceforth be 

reserved to refer to the Personal and Unincorporated Business Sector of the 

Canadian SNA, while the term household sector will denote that aggregate 

which sums the transactions of natural persons and/or families and/or 

households. Aggregate data for the household sector will permit analysis of 

such macro econanic concepts as inccme, expenditure, and saving from a truly 

natural person perspective. To elatorate on the latter term, what is really 

irrlied here is that one wants to create a sector which is the aggregate of 

decision making units catposed of people. The smallest rreaningful unit is 

the individual. (Of course, it is typically izrortant to be able to group 

individuals into the families or households of which they are mribers.) 

Incane will thus be truly incxxne as received by households; expenditures 

will exclude the outlays of all manner of collectives. As a result, the 

household savings rate can, like in the work by the Ruggleses for the U.S., 

hopefully beccine more ecornically rreaningful than the current so called 

personal savings rate. The paper will then deicnstrate the "linkage" of the 

macro-data to the 1984 SPSD, an actually constructed micro-data set, with 

which it is possible to examine the ecorianic behaviour of significant and 

critical population subgroups such as the elderly, married couples with 

children, married couples without children and so on - where these groups 

can also be broken dcwn by age, inccx, geography, household size, etc. 

The precise steps by which a household sector can be derived from the 

Canadian SNA personal sector depend generally on the statistical and 

analytical purposes for which such a household sector is to be used. A 

major statistical historical revision of the Canadian SNA has recently been 

carpleted, so that this paper does not propose a restructuring of the 

Canadian SNA. 
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Indeed, the sequence of adjustrrents outlined in this section are in the 

nature of supplementary and more detailed explanatory tables and can 

therefore be tailor-made. Thus it is not necessary to decide once and for 

all what the exact bDundaries of the household sector will be. As a matter 

of fact it can be argued that restructuring of such a well-developed system 

as the Canadian SUA should not be proposed until any suggested alternatives 

have dertoristrated their analytical and statistical robustness in actual use 

and over sane time. The more precise nature of these choices will becctne 

evident as the different analytical uses of the household sector are 

discussed. Also while the maintenance of a uniquely defined SNP structure 

in printform will probably be always necessary, it can be argued that as 

both details and aggregate series beccine more and more computer accessible, 

analysts will find it progressively easier to satisfy their own needs by 

constructing alternate aggregates with officially supported micro-data sets, 

more detailed partial aggregations of macro-econcxnic time series and 

computer programs. 

There are fundamentally to reasons why the establishment of a household 

sector is analytically desirable. First, the behaviour of natural 

biological individuals is likely to be very different from the other types 

of agents included in the personal sector. Particular concern at the 

present time focuses on household saving. Second, in order to undertake 

econanic analysis by the social, dengraphic and econcrnic characteristics of 

households it is necessary to link to micro-data and this in turn requires 

a pure household sector. While the fanner reason may eventually lead to an 

"official", fully integrated SNA household sector, the latter analysis in 

the short term necessitates a household sector tailored to the particular 

definitions in specific micro-data sets - in the case of the present paper 
that of the Social Policy Sirulation Database (SPSD) for 1984. 

In this paper, the definitions adopted for the aggregate household sector 

are largely driven by the need to conform to the concepts embodied in the 

SPSD. Hc,.,iever, the discussion also points Out sare alternative concepts 

which in the longer term might be preferable. 
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The first and most obvious step to go from the personal to the household 

sector is, of course, the renoval of all (or at least rrost) data which do 

not pertain to natural persons, i.e. the income and expenditure - and hence 

also savings - of all the non-profit institutions and associations of 

individuals now included in the personal account. In the Canadian SNA the 

largest single cortponent anorig the non-profit institutions are the 
institutions of higher learning. All religious organizations fall into this 

category and other large groups which may be rrentioned would be such welfare 

and research organizations as the Red Cross, the Canadian Cancer Society, 

the Heart Fund and many others. Trade unions and p1.itical parties as well 

as recreational, educations and cultural organizations are others which are 

included in this category. Such a deconsolidation of the personal sector, 

hcever, also irtplies that fees and donations by household to these 

organizations, and transfers and gifts from these organizations to 

households rtust then be separately estimated and included in the household 

expenditure and income accounts respectively. 

It should be noted that the deconsolidation of the personal account only 

sbos different data in the household saving account where institutions have 

been renoved which have savings (or d.issavings) and/or which receive or 

transnit funds from or to other sectors of the econatiy. For instance, in 

the case of institutions of higher learning the major part of their 

operations are financed by governnnt and their renoval f ran the personal 

account will 1aer the incane side of the household account by the aziount of 

this transfer incane while the expenditure side will be laiiered by the grand 

total of their expenditure. Since part of their expenditure is financed by 

hc*iseholds, the expenditure side will be laiered more in the first round of 

adjustment, and the savings remaining in the household account will be 

raised by the excess of expenditure over incane of the institutions. 

Hcever, (assning no net saving, endanent funds, or dissaving on the part 

of institutions) this will then be exactly offset in the next step when fees 

paid by households to these institutions, which were omitted as 

intrasectoral transfers in the personal account, are included in household 

expenditure. Soth the inccane and expenditure accounts in the household 
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sector are then loer by the non-household financed expenses of these 

institutions. On the other hand, for exanpie, the exclusion fran the 

household account of a small soccer club which exactly matches its expenses 

for a coach, uniforn, and rent for the playing field by the fees it charges 

its nmbers, will not result in a different aggregates between the personal 

and household accounts because the total expenses of the club rerroved from 

personal expenditure will be precisely matched by the fees charged by the 

club which will be added to household expenditure. This process is 

statistically speaking rather fortunate for it obviates the necessity of 

adjusting the personal sector for the ntrirous small, informal, ad hoc and 

quite frequently shortlived clubs and associations - more often than not 

even without enployees, formal records, investment inccme or capital 

formation. To attempt such an undertaking would indeed be a statistical 

nightmare and costly beyond any buunds of reasonableness. 

The concepts of household incane, expenditure and savings and their 

treatment poses a nunber issues whose only long term solution might be to 

supply the data users with all the options and permit then to "roll their 

own " . The main problem are treatment of private pension funds and to a 

lesser extent self financed annuity and whole life insurance purchases. The 

Canadian personal inccime and expenditure account does not contain on the 
expenditure side the private enployer/errployee contributions to pension 

funds and/or annuities nor individually purchased whole life insurance and 

annuity contracts. Since the nans from which these funds are financed are 

either explicitly or irrplicitly included on the incare side, the savings of 

such institutions are part of total personal savings. The assets of such 

funds are in the personal incarie and expenditure account deened to be 

personal asset and outpants from the funds are thus not part of personal 

incare but a distribution of assets, and the investment incare earned on 

these assets is included in personal inccine. This, it may be noted, is in 

contradistinction to public service and other publicly funded pensions, 

contributions to and outpayment fran which are counted as transfers and 

hence excluded from personal savings. The savings and assets generated by 

these latter funds are part of the government sector. Private pension funds 

contain both errp layer and enplayee contributions and it is unlflely that 



individuals are very kn1edgab1e about their errplayer' s contrib.ition or 

their equity in the accuimilated funds. (This is likely to change, however, 

as a result of major changes to the income tax rules whereby ertployees will 

be notified annually of the value of the errployers' contrib.ition to the 

pension plan on their behalf; see Department of Finance (1986).) Households 

have not exercised nuch control over these funds. (But again this also will 

probably change with recent pension refor.) The Ruggleses have therefore 

proposed to reve eployer contribitions from the household account as well 

as rove the assets of or equities in such funds from household assets and 

to include pension benefits fran these plans with household income. 

For the present exercise, we have folled this treatzrent in order to bring 

household income, expenditure, savings and assets in consonance with that 

which one obtains from current questionnaires directed at the household, and 

hence with the SPSD. This makes the treatment parallel with that of public 

funds. On the other hand, it can be argued that the economic behaviour of 

households both at the micro and macro level is in no snail way influenced 

by the fact that they have "forced" savings and future income security on 

account of the presence of such partially or whoily sponsored errployer 

funds. An argurnt can therefore be made that the present treatrint of 

these funds also has behavioural validity which cannot be ignoredJ 

Since there is no caprcinise between these to positions, and since this 

whole exercise is concerned with adding to the analytical value of the 

accounts rather than bringing forth a new generally consistent structure of 

the Canadian SNA, both versions of household income, expenditure and savings 

should be made publicly available. It may further be noted on ground of 

consistency that if one wants to include private funds with the household 

sector because the krwledge that future assured retirement incaie exists 

influences present spending (and saving) patterns, a similar treatirent 

should be accorded to public funds. 

1. Richard Ruggles, in private conversation with one author, has, however, 
pointed out that national accountants ignore many other influences and 
facts which lead to different saving patterns, e.g. the rational 
considerations which do or should determine the saving pattern of a 
university professor with tenure are quite different from those of a 
prominent boxer or football playert 



3chat analogous arguments to those made for pension funds can be adduced 

for individual purchases of whole life insurance and individual purchases of 

annuities. With respect to life insurance purchases, the Canadian treatment 

is that the administrative expenses of insurance conpanies are included in 

current expenditure on consuription gxxs and services and are deemed to 

represent the value of services rendered by life insurance corrpanies. The 

accumulated funds of life insurance carpanies are derd to be personal 

savings and the investment inccite on policy holders' funds is included with 

personal incczne. The Ruggleses make the case that whole life insurance has 

some similarity to savings accunulation in pension funds in that individuals 

have no exact kncwledge of their equity, and have no control or access to 

their funds. Such investments nevertheless differ from equities in pension 

funds, at least to the extent that whole life insurance savings are 

accessible to individual policy holders by means of policy loans to the 

extent of the cash surrender value of the policy. Cash surrender values may 

be taken as reasonably equivalent to policy holders' equity and are proiEbly 

not tco difficult to obtain either via individual questionnaires or 
aggregative ly frciri the record of insurance conpanies. Like in the treatment 

of pension funds previously discussed, the exact aggregate one derives for 

the household account would depend on the intended analysis, and roth the 

present treatment and the carplete separation of households and the 

insurance sector may prove useful in analysis. In order to achieve this, 
one would have to include the total premium parents on the expenditure side 

and the claim parents on the inccme side of the household accounts. To 

accord with the SPSD, all life insurance premiums and benefit paents have 

been added to the expenditure and incczne side respectively and investment 

income of life insurance ccvpan.ies has been rioved fran incarie. 

Annuities present the third aspect of this particular problem. At the 

rrarent, purchases of annuities and return of their capital value are also 

considered intra-personal transfers, while the administration expenses and 

investment earnings are included with those of life insurance conpanies. 
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Again it can be argued that from a cash flag point of view, individuals 

consider pants into annuities as a purchase of (future) benefits and 

payments from annuities as an inccme. This latter version is the treatment 

in the SPSD, and is the way in which annuities have been treated in this 

stixly. Hoiever for the reasons outlined when discussing pensions, the 

present treatment - even in the pure household account - is also 

analytically valid and hence again both versions might eventually be 

published. In the case of annuities there is ho.rever another argutnt which 

could be proffered in opposition to changing present methcxo1ogy. The 

question whether annuities are in essence different from the purchase of any 

other financial asset - be it sara form of a Registered Retirement Savings 

Plan (a tax-deferred personal savings vehicle), a bond or stock - cannot be 

ansred unambiguously and depends in no small way on each person' s 

perception of his on saving mechanism. The to version account therefore 

is probably still valid, although it must be admitted that in this instance 

one cares pretty close to counting tnie capital transactions as current. 

The above mentioned RRSPs, as well as the now discontinued Registered Ene 

Ownership Savings Plans (RHOSP), may constitute another problem, since the 

current interest i.nccxne from these plans is included in the personal 

sector. It may be difficult to defend the exclusion of such income from 

household income conceptually since the distinction between RRSPs and other 

individually held investments such as bonds and stocks - the income from 

which should not be excluded from household inccme and savings - beccrts 

pretty esoteric. On the other hand the iirpact of both recently irrpinted 

and proposed tax changes relating to pension plans as well as pension 

reforme which will result in major flogs of rcney from pension plans to 

RBSPs (as a consequence of early vesting and portability) may change both 

the nature and perception of these plans. The ccxtplete articulation of all 

such floes would permit alternate treatments and seeme thus called for. 

Since purchase and redeirption of RRSP' s are not considered household 

expenditure or income in the SPSD, no adjustment for RRSP' s were necessary 
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in this study. (Although at this time probably not as yet statistically 

significant, the conversion of RPSP's into annuities would make the 

inclusion of that type of annuity incare in the total annuities inccine flo.i, 

described in the preceding paragraph, sam,hat ambiguous). 

On a more theoretical level, •kCrac]cen et. al. have pointed cut that 

specific treatment of the alxve described investments revolve around such 

questions as the degree to which such investments can serves as collateral 

for loans, the fungibility of the assets, the rigidity of the contractual 

obligations incurred or the possibiity of discretionary changes. '4hether 

decisions on these investments are rrctivated by personal or business 

reasons, are entirely voluntary or required by law or contract s  are reached 
individually or collectively or result in funded or unfunded liabilities are 

other factors which may influence the specific treatment accorded to such 

investments. 

The case for casualty insurance and other non-life insurance transactions is 

also perceptually more corrplicated at the individual level. ?gregatively 

only the net premiui (defined at the total premiums paid less clain 

received) or the administrative cost of this insurance is recorded, because 

claim receipts can siirply be viewed as intra sector transfers (although they 

are of course routed via another sector). In the lirikup with micro data, 

the total prins should be recorded as outlays while on the other hand any 
clai;Ts received may in many instances be viewed as other incane. Since this 

individual vi..i of the insurance transaction is gross, the net saving will 

remain unaffected, although incare and expenditure may differ between micro 

records and macro aggregates. The present data do not permit a precise 

reconciliation for this item. 
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The next set of adjusthents are those which from the point of view of 

obtaining aggregate hcxisehcld savings need really not be made, but which are 

essential from the point of viez of reconciling the aggregate household 

income and expenditure f 1045 with the existing SPSD micro data and which 

also would contribute to the conceptual tidiness of the household saving 

concept. We refer, of course, to imputed iteirs which are aggregate 

attributions made on the basis of macro-economic desiderata and are not 

currently found in micro data. They are always included on both the income 

and expenditure sides and do not affect savings. The main item which have 

been excluded here in addition to private employer pension fund 

contributions previously dealt with are the value of farm products consumed 

in farm households, the imputed interest for banking services, net imputed 

house rent for oner-occupied housing, and board and lodging furnished to 

employees in lieu of wages as well as clothing issued to members of the 

armed forces. Of course, the same arguments that lead to the inclusion of 

these imputations in the macro accounts also apply to the micro data. 

Hageriaars et. al. in a paper to this conference present an initial effort at 

just such imputations at the micro level. 

Other supplementary labour income, such as employer contributions to private 

health or disability insurance schs have also been eliminated since such 

data are not available in the SPSD. 

ielated to imputations is the matter of cur-rent versus capital expenditures 

by households. While the treatment of expenditure on orner-occupied housing 

as capital rather than current expenditure - and hence its inclusion in 
savings - in the personal account poses no problem in going from the 

personal to the household sector, since both the requirements of economic 

analysis and personal perception of housing as capital are likely to be 

coincident, the treatment of hard major durable consimer iteme such as cars, 

washing machines etc. as current expenditure has been subject to questioning 

in the personal sector and hence a fortiori in the household sector. The 
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data pertaining to the "capital' outlays are readily available. A few 

remarks about such a change of treatrrent may, hogever, be apropos. While it 

is quite true that from many points of viei the acxluisition of hard durables 

is a capital expenditure since consurrption is spread out over several years, 

one may question what the point of such conceptual change would be. 

Particularly in the household sector, we surely would not want to add an 

irrputatiori for the services rendered by such goods (which would be the 

logical although not essential consequence of such a treatment) 2  In this 

paper, the treatment of durable goods as part of consuner expenditure has 

been retained. 

tharitable donations from corporations to the personal sector rrust also be 

rved from household incczre since all these donations are assuned to floe 

directly to non-profit institutions rather than to households. The problem 

of transfers ccirposed of bad debt alliances from the business to the 

personal sector is sanewhat different. From an aggregate household point of 

view these allo.iances should be left in the household sector since they 

constitute the arrcunt by which goods reported as bought were not paid for 

and hence constitute an element of household savings and incct. To 

reconcile with the micro data, ha*iever, these transfers have been rroved 

from the aggregate since it is assuned that bad debts have not been reported 

as such by households, while the goods so aoguired have teen recorded as 

purchases. 

2. From another perspective one may also doubt whether these are truly 
capital goods of the same investment nature as housing. The consimer 
can, like houses, rent most of these types of goads from retail outlets 
which specialize in such services. Haiever, there is one characteristic 
in which such goods differ significantly fran housing as capital goads. 
Etuses can be bought as an investment good, i.e. there exists a housing 
rental market for houses owned by individuals by means of which a 
hcxiseowner can derive income from his investment. Such a market does 
not exist for the owner of hard durable goods i.e. while as stated above 
these goods can be rented f ran retail outlets, once they are owned by an 
individual, there exists no market on which the individual o.iner can 
rent out his possessions to others. 



Since the SPSD does not contain inforiition on population in the Yukon and 

Northwest Territories, the household sector has been adjusted accordingly 

for this study. 

Since the aggregate household expenditure on goods and services are based on 

aggregate sales data which include goods and services bought by 

non-residents, a special adjustirent to exclude such purchases as well as to 

include goods and services bought by Canadians abroad is made to the 

aggregate data. The SMP aggregate will therefore correspond to the 

aggregate expenditure of SPSD. Haiever, at present the detailed expenditure 

data may shoi a discrepancy on account of external transactions, 

particularly in such categories which are closely related to touri. 

One alnost intractable problem rnains. It is an issue which is present in 

all three data sets under discussion: the personal sector, the household 

sector and in the micro data. The concern is the inclusion in all three 

data of the net incane of non-f arm unincorporated business and the net 

incare received by farm operators from farm production. What one would like 

to have in all three data sets is, of course, the withdrawals of proprietors 

rather than their total incczre, because the latter fudges the bounda.ry 

between business and households. Such withdrawals are, at the rrctent, not 

obtainable from the national accounts data sources and the information is 

also not available in the SPSD. It is probably not irrçcssible that one 

could obtain these data eventually. Uawever, two factors mitigate against 

the active pirsuit of this course. The first one is sinply that it is felt 

that it would be more difficult to obtain proprietors' withdrawals instead 

of net i.ncane, - and the latter is already probably one of the weakest 

caipaients in both household accounts and surveys. This difficulty is also 

linked to the second aspect of the problem. The arrounts withdrawn are often 

determined ex-post facto and revolve around luiip stin or investment decisions 

on the part of a business person who may be notivated by both personal 



and/or business considerations. Thus an unincorporated proprietor may 

decide to withdraw less than usual from the business when a good business 

investment opportunity presents itself or on the other he may increase his 

withdrawals to facilitate the purchase of a big ticket durable consutr 

itan. Business and personal decisions and rrotivations can therefore be 

inextricably intermingled in this sector and a strict separation of business 

and personal portions may even from an analytical point of vii not be 

particularly desirable. For the time being, it has therefore been decided 

not to try to "purify" the household account for this itn. 

The Social Policy Simulation Database (SPSD) 

The SPSD is part of a larger project in Statistics Canada to provide to the 

public a package of data and rrcdelling software that will allow users to 

analyse proposals for various kinds of reforms to Canadas systan of inccsne 

and sales taxes and transfer progran. This analytical capacity occupies 

about 10 megabytes and can be used with any IBM personal cctrputer or 

conratible. The database and rrr,del are just now being selectively released 

to users as a prototype for testing and evaluation. 

The database contains 1984 data that have been ccxrbined from a variety of 

sources. The starting point is the Survey of Conszir Finance (SCF). This 

is an annual survey of households whose principal objective is to provide a 

series on incare distribution. In 1984, there were ahout 100,000 

individuals in ahout 40,000 households in the SCF. The sample is 

geographically stratified, but unfortunately fran the viipoint of its basic 

objective, it is not stratified by any strong correlate of incate. 

The strong points of the SCF are its airrost carp].ete coverage of the 

population, its detail on the structure of the familial relationships within 

the household, and its reasonably good incare data. Fran a social policy 

perspective, it provides a very good basis for all the most ccmonly desired 

breakdo..ins for assessing the prospective impacts of tax and transfer policy 

changes - geography, family type, and incane. 
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Hc.iever, the SCF suffers from a number of major deficiencies from the 

viewpoint of social policy ncdelling. Thus, it has been substantially 

adjusted and augmented in order to produce the SPSD. Fortuitously, many of 

these adjustments and aucmentations also serve to rrke the SPSD a more 

accurate and ccrrpreherisive disaggregation, indeed micro foundation, for the 

household sector of the national accounts. 

The creation of the SPSD fran the SCF is a corplex nulti-step process. The 

first nain step was to adjust the weights for each individual in the 

database. This process was primarily ntivated by the need to force 

individuals and the households to which they belonged to have identical 

weights. At the same time, the weight adjustments were also used to force 

the population into accord with a variety of externally derived totals. 

These included the population by age, sex and province frau census 

estimates, the number of high incane tax filers according to administrative 

data from tax returns, the volume of welfare benefits from provincial 

government expenditure data, the number of unerployment insurance claimants 

from unerrployrent insurance administrative data, and distribitions of 

families by size, 1aur market characteristics and province from data 

underlying the rronthly LaLxDur Force Survey saruple frame. (The algorithm 

used is called raking or iterative proportional adjustment.) 

Another adjustment is used to create data representing the institutionalized 

elderly, who are the most iruportant group excluded fran the coverage of the 

SCF. Essentially, duplicates were made of the records of all unattached 
non-institutionalized elderly individuals. These records were then flagged 

as representing the institutionalized elderly, and their weights were 

adjusted according to hospital and other administrative data to correspond 

with the kno.Qn counts of this population by province, age range, and sex. 
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As part of the weight adjustrrnt process, the weights of high incai 

individuals are increased to offset their under-representation in the SCF. 

This is based on carparisons with data drawn from a sarrple of 400,000 incare 

tax returns. This sairple is stratified by incane and contains about 25,000 

records with incanes over $80,000, the cut-off point used for defining high 

incane. Analysis of the SCF shois that there are too few high incctre 

ndiva, and also those that do have belcw average high incczres. Thus, 

it is irrportant to correct for this under-reporting of high incates, and 
further to obtain richer detail on the joint distribution of various incare 

corrpJnents subject to preferential tax treatrrent (eg. dividends, capital 

gains) and deduction itans (eg, carrying charges) relevant for tax policy 

analysis. To achieve this, the thccrres of high incare individuals in the 

SCF are carpletely replaced with synthetic rnicrodata fran the corresponding 

high inccrre population from the income tax return sarrple. 

This replaceirent process was done in tv steps. First, the sarrple of 25,000 

high income tax returns is clustered into 5,000 groups each containing 

exactly five individuals. The clustering process seeks to group individuals 

who are similar with respect to their inccrre, its carpositiori by source, and 

the pattern of tax deductions. Then each group of five individuals is 

averaged to create a sarrple of 5,000 synthetic tax returns. This clustering 

and averaging process is used so that the resulting synthetic set of 

individuals will not reveal any confidential information if it is made 

public, which is a basic objctive. The second main step is to match each of 

these 5,000 synthetic high incare individuals with a high incczrie SCF 

respondent. SCF records are cloned as often as needed to absorb all 5,000 
tax return-derived synthetic records, with their weights correspondingly 

reduced. The to processes of first reighting high incane SCF records as 

part of the raking algorithm, and replacing high incas as reported on the 

SCF with high incares from tax return data results in an increase from $11.3 

to $19.2 billion in incane in the hands of the estimated 135,000 high incaie 
individuals - 
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Another major weakness of the SCF fran the vipDint of incare tax policy 

analysis is the absence of data on tax deductions such as charitable 

donations and childcare expenses. These variables are imputed based on a 

complex hierarchical disaggregation of the full saitple of 375,000 tax 

returns (i.e. excluding the high inccrne returns already tied, linked to 

a corresponding d.isaggregation of the SCF. The particular disaggregation 

varies with each of the 25 or so variables that are being imputed. The 

finest level of disaggregation is designed to leave clusters of atxxit 100 

tax returns. Then within each of these clusters, a non-parametric density 

function is estizated for the variable in question. The process of 

rTputation to the SCF then uses a ran&zn number generator for each SCF  

record and each deduction item to draw fran the appropriate density 

function. The main relevance of this process from the vi.ipotht of the 

household sector account is that it adds information to the SCF on employee 

pension plan and individual RRSP contributions. 

The last major adjusnt to the SCF in creating the SPSD of relevance to 

the household sector account is the imputation of data on expenditure 

patterns. These data are drawn fran the Family Expenditure Survey or 

FAMIX. This is a geraphical1y stratified saxrple of about 10,000 

households from whan very detailed data on annual expenditure patterns, as 

well as incarie and family structure are obtained. The raw FAM( micro 

records are matched in a structured but ultimately randcin way in a manner 

similar to that used for the synthetic high inccme tax returns. The FN€( 

records are, hcwever, synthetically matched at the household rather than at 

the individual level. Each FAM( record has to be cloned on average about 

four tines to bring the number of records up to the number of SCF 

households. Again a hierarchical disaggregation is first used to cluster 

both FAMC and SCF records, then within each cluster corresponding sets of 

records are randcznly matched. 
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In addition to the processes just described, the SPSD includes synthetically 

matched records derived from a one percent saxtple of adxnin.istrative data on 

un1oyment insurance claim histories (30,000 records) designed to support 

policy oriented nr.xlelling of the unenp1o'nt insurance systn. It also 

incorporates a certain aiiunt of controlled randanization designed to add 

sufficient noise to the data to prevent any respondents to the SCF fran 
being identifiable, while at the sane time preserving the analytical utility 

of the database. Thus, the full SPSD can be released as a public use 
rrLcrodata set. 

This carpletes a sketch of the major steps in the constrt.iction of the SPSD. 

Unlike the previous section which described a series of adjusthnts to the 

personal sector aggregates designed to isolate the household sub-sector, the 

priirary driving principle in the construction of the SPSD has been the 

pragmatic need to support rnicrosirrn.ilation rtx1elling of the tax and transfer 

syste.rt. Of course, this irrp].icitly means that the data should naturally 

cane out closer to "true" household sector aggregates. Frever, the 

construction of the SPSD was not particularly influenced by any national 

accounting style concerns abDut correct concepts, for example whether or not 
to include private pensions in the household sector. 

Indeed, f ran the vipoint of microsirtulation ndelling, this latter 

question is ill-posed. First, in general, more data is always preferred to 

less data. According to this principle, then, data on private pension plans 

should certainly be included if it is available. Second, and perbaps more 

fundarrentally, the data will be included or ignored on pragmatic grounds 

depending on the particular question under consideration. Since micrcdata 

are necessarily children of the corrputer age, they are never used except 

with a ccnputer and with pcwerful database, retrieval, and itcdelling 

software. In this kind of environment, there is no need to agree on one 

correct definition. One can sirrply change an instruction in the software 

and roll up any aggregation or concept that one wants, given the available 
data. 
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Juxtaposition of the Household Sector and SPSD Aggregates 

We turn now to a carparison of the results of these to largely independent 

data construction efforts. The basic results are shain in Table 1. 

The first colurn of the table shoes the aggregate azrounts (in millions of 

dollars) that result from sirrply adding the corresponding itn across all 

the individuals in the Social Policy Sinulation Ctabase (taking account of 

their respective sarrpling weights). These are the micro figures for this 

prototype link beten a micro and rracro view of Canada's household sector 

for 1984. The second colunwi gives the corresponding macro aggregates 

derived from the National Accounts personal sector via the adjustments 

outlined earlier (the detailed data for the adjustments are outlined in 

Table 2). Finally, the third coltzrn sho..es the relative discrepancy beten 

the two colnns of figures. 

Generally, the National Accounts-derived figures are higher. Still, for 

most items the differences are in the 5 to 15% range. Recall that these 

numbers alnst always care from carpletely different sources. For exanle, 

wages and salaries in the t'ational Accounts care from Revenue Canada, 

tabilation of wages and salaries subuitted by enployers while in the SPSD 

they cane from interviews with individuals. 

The income and expenditure items have been arranged in two groups, receipts 

which are incarie plus some other lurp sun receipts, and disbursements which 

correspond to expenditures plus taxes plus saving. There rerrJ.n several 

conceptual differences that are apparent in the table. First, on the 

receipts side, capital gains are a source of income in household surveys and 

for incane tax purposes, but are not included in the national Accounts. 

Second, the Family Expenditure Survey (FAMEX), in order to have a corplete 

picture of receipts and disbursrents to aid in the verification of 

interview responses, also asks for "other noney receipts" - sources of funds 

which can be used to finance expenditures or saving but which are not 

usually thought of as income. Again, there is no correpsonding concept in 
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the Nati.onal Accounts for either of two reasons. First, some of these 

receipts are of a capital nature. Second, some reflect transactions 

entirely within the household sector. For exarple, these could be luTp sun 

alirrony settlents, bequests and inheritances. The corresponding 

disburserrits by donors are shn under expenditures. 

On the disbursennts side of the account, the major conceptual difference 

relates to saving. For the National Accounts, saving is sinply the 

difference between inccire and expenditure. In the FAMD( Survey, hcwever, a 

series of questions are asked to determine saving directly. In part, this 

is done to provide redundancy in the questionnaire which can in turn be used 

for edit checks. This directly rtasured saving is referred to as the "Net 

Cnange in Assets and Liabilities'. The residual error or discrepancy 

between income plus other rtoney receipts on the one side and expenditures 

plus taxes plus saving on the other in the survey (household by household) 

is called the "Account Balancing Difference". In the FN4( itself, this 

item serves to conpiete the identity between receipts and disbursrEnts. 

In Table 1, ho,.,rever, which has ben derived from the SPSD, this is not 

sufficient. The reasons is that not all variables have been added up from 

FAMX data so that the underlying FAMEX identity need not hold. The market 

incane variables (lahour and investnent incar) have been taken mainly fran 

the SCF, while payroll and inccme taxes and major transfers have been 

explicitly trodelled. It should further be recalled that the SPSD also drew 

on income tax return data in order to adjust the incxxrs of high incane 

individuals. As a result, a variable "Database Discrepancies" has been 

defined; it is sinply the difference between receipts and disbursements as 

taken from the SPSD. It aitcunts to $9.3 billion, and thus constitutes a 

substantial portion of household saving. This additional saving corresponds 

quite closely to the additional income ixrputed to high income individuals in 

the SCF based on tax return data. 
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An estiiiate fran the National Accounts is shcn for the total anunt of 

contributions to RrSPs. It is sh'.'n in parentheses because this does not 

contribute to the National Accounts estimate of household saving, since that 

figure is derived purely as a residual difference. 

The $2.9 billion of expenditures not elsewhere classified (N.E.C. - raw 12) 

in the SPSD column are expenditures that should reafly be allocated to one 

of the explicit expenditure categories (i.e. rcws 2 to 10). They were 

grouped separately for the SPSD because of their tax exenpt status under the 

sales tax. Similarly, the $1.3 billion of household expenditures abroad 

(ri 13) in the National Accounts should also be allocated to specific areas 

of expenditure, but the necessary data do not exist. 

Overall, we have been quite surprised at hai well this juxtaposition of two 

airrost entirely differently derived views of the household sector carpare. 

The most serious discrepancy is the $13.8 billion difference in dividend and 

interest inccie. Fran the SPSD side, there are two possible reasons these 

nuribers could be 1oi. The first and nest likely is sirrpiy under-reporting 

on the SCF. Recall that for high incane individuals, inccxrs were taken 

fran thcane tax returns, so that this under-reporting would apply only to 

the (large) group of individuals with incares beki $80, 000. Most of these 

individuals have relatively small arrounts of investirent incare (if any), and 

they were all eligible for an incane tax exeirption on the first $1,000 of 

investnent incane. The other less likely possibility is tax evasion on the 

part of high incane individuals. On the National Accounts side, the 
investment inccsre figures could be higher than they should be if the 

portfolio incane of some rmori-biolngical entities in the personal sector was 

not rroved in the derivation of the household sector: for exanple, no data 

were available to remve the investment incate of estates and trusts. 

Concluding Carinents 

In this paper, we have presented a prototype link between micro and macro 

data for the Canadian household sector. The link is not a direct one - the' 

aggregate figures are not the sun of the micro figures, even though in 
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principle they could and perhaps should be. The reason is that many itei 

in the personal sector of the National Accounts are not based on data from 

individuals; rather they are derived fran the business and govemnent 

institutions that transact with individuals. 

As a result, the process described in this paper has been one of starting 

from hoth ends and scrking tard the middle. One starting point was the 

personal sector of the National Accounts. A series of ad justnents was made 

to these macro data in order to isolate the incanes and expenditures 

ascribable to the household sectcr - the subaet of agents conventionally 

grouped in the personal sector that are living, breathing individuals. 

The other starting point was a variety of household surveys and individual 

administrative data sets. The independent micro data sets were pulled 
together into one sytheticafly matched and adjusted micro data set called 

the Social Policy Sixailation Database (SPSD). The SPSD has as its prirrary 

rrotivation to serve as an input to the Social Policy Sirriilatiori 4del 
(SPSM), a new analytical toold developed by Statistics Canada for general 

public use, designed to support analysis of prospective changes in the areas 
of inccxne and sales tax and transfer program policy. 

The key result in this paper is a juxtaposition and corrparison of the view 

of the Canadian household sector derived fran these two very different 

starting points. In our view, as a first effort, the conparison looks quite 
good. 

irther 'Aork is clearly possible. In future years, more conscious effort 

could be devoted to keeping track of key iteirs in the personal sector of the 

L'Iational Accounts to all, rrc're reliable deconsolidatiori of the household 

sector. Further work is also required to verify the detailed conseptual 

differences that rrin in the itars juxtaposed in the main table of the 

paper. Finally, future versions of the SPSD could ertcdy further 

adjusthients and irrutations to bring it more in line with the National 
Accounts derived aggregates. 
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TABLE 1-A: 	/TI(1L A(Jfl'S ROILIATICJ 

(All Figures in Millicris of t1lars) 

National Percent 
Receipts SPSD Accounts Difference 

1 Wages & Salaries 
(mci. Military Pay) 202 248 214 396 6.0% 

2 Self- tip1oment 16 082 17 992 11.9% 
3 Farm 2 864 2 981 4.1% 
4 Non-Farm 13 218 15 011 13.6% 

5 Investment 23 435 37 177 58.6% 
6 Dividends 4 742 7 610 60.5% 
7 Interest 13 147 24 474 86.2% 
8 Capital Gains 3 081 
9 Bcarrs & Boarders 125 118 -5.5% 

10 Other (Net Rental, Life 
Insurance Cash Dividends, Other) 2 341 4 975 112.5% 

11 Transfers 34 757 37 046 6.6% 
12 Family Ailiance 2 291 2 393 4.5% 
13 Quebec Family Allcwances 184 240 30.4% 
14 Old Age Security Benefits 

(oAs/GIs/sPA) 10 731 10 999 2.5% 
15 Canada/Quebec Pension Plan 

Benefits 4 869 5 599 15.0% 
16 Social Assistance 5 538 5 888 6.3% 
17 Unrp1oyrnent Benefits 9 242 9 859 6.7% 
19 Other (brkers Ccxrpensation, 

Etc.) 1 902 2 068 8.7% 

21 Miscellaneous 10 930 13 195 20.7% 
22 Pensions 7 751 8 810 13.7% 
23 Other tney IncatE (Alinriy, 

Royalties, Strike Pay) 3 179 4 385 37.9% 

24 Other 4oney Receipts (Lctterj, 
Lump Sum Settlnts, Etc) 5 692 

25 TOTAL RECEIPTS 293 144 319 806 9.1% 
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BLE 1-8: 	D/NI'ICtThL PU1FS RLIATICtJ 

(All. Figures in Mu_1icrs of Lflars) 

Disbursents 

1 Expenditures 

	

2 	Focxi, Beverages and Tobacco 

	

3 	Clothing, Footar and 
Accessories 

4 	Gross Rent, Fuel and Pr 

	

5 	Furniture, Furnishings and 
Household Ejuiprent and 
Operations 

	

6 	Medical Care and Health 
Services 

	

7 	Transportation and 
Carrrunications 

	

8 	Recreation, Entertainment, 
Education and Cultural 
Services 

	

9 	Personal Gcods and Services 

	

10 	Petirerrent Pensions 

	

11 	t'tDney and Other Gifts to 
Persons 

	

12 	Other Expenditures N.E.C. 

	

13 	Net Expenditures Abroad 

14 Taxes 

	

15 	P/QPP Contrib.itians 

	

16 	tinerrployrrent Insurance 
Contribitions 

	

17 	Personal Incae Taxes 

18 "Saving" 

	

19 	Receipts minus Expenditures 
plus Taxes 

	

20 	Net Qiange in Assets and 
Liabilities 

	

21 	Account Balancing Difference 

	

22 	Database Discrepancies 

	

23 	RRSP Contrib.itions 

National 	Percent 
SPSD 	Accounts 	Difference 

208 504 238 891 14.6% 
40 395 44 183 9.4% 

13 193 15 473 17.3% 
40 609 43 826 7.9% 

19 372 22 026 13.7% 

5 012 9 361 86.8% 

31 692 37 347 17.8% 

16 788 21 391 27.4% 
28 441 41 071 44.4% 

3 769 2 950 -21.7% 

6 370 
2 863 

1 263 

52 490 55 352 5.5% 
2 600 2 787 7.2% 

3 426 3 164 -7.6% 
46 465 49 401 6.3% 

	

32 150 	25 563 	-20.5% 

17 024 
853 

9 331 

	

4 941 	(5 636) 	14.1% 

24 TOTAL DISBUBS1TS 	 293 144 	319 806 	9.1% 



1. 

Table 1 
Category 
Number 

NI EA 
CategoryJItn Source * 

1984 
Data 

Millions of $ Notes 

Receipts 

1. Wages, Salaries & SI,L 01.1 238 496 
less 

Food - other (iiru ted) A62. 2 498 
Supplentary Labour Income Unpublished 22 595 
(sLI) 

Yukon, NWI', & foreign 
couj-Itries A38.11 & 12 889 Net of estimated SLI assuned 

to be in the sama projxrtion 
as national SLI in W,S & SLI 

Roan & board - personal Unpublished 118 Part of A62.6 
(iir1uted)  

Total 214 396 

3. Accrued net income of farm 06.6 3 246 Excluding net accrued earnings 
operator8 of Canadian Wheat Board 

less 
Fa tin product cons timed on A62.1 197 Part of A2 .6 
farm (imputed) 

Farm fuel consuned on farm Unpublished 68 Special rxte on line A62.6: 
(imputed) 

The total aiTount of 517 m 
Total 2 901 is divided as fo1lc,s: 

Private roan & board 	118 
4 Net incane of non-farm uninc. 06.7 24 715 Fuel consuned on farm 	68 ixisiness, 	md. rent Institutional roan & board 331 less 

Net rental 06.8 9 704 Cash & imputed, net of CCP 

Total 15 011 

See end for explanation of source nonexw1ature 

C' 
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1I'Pi!. 

Table 1 
Category 
Number 

NILA 
Category/Item Source * 

1984 
Data 

III llions of Notes 

Receipts 
- cont'd 

6. Dividends paid to Canadian 015.14 7 202 
residents by Canadian ocrp. The total of interest, 

Dividends received from dividend & misc. investment 
abroad 408 incane received by persons 

from non-residents is 1400 m 
rotal 7 610 divided as fol1os; 

7. Interest dividend & 06.9 49 931 Dividends 	408 
miscellaneous investment Interest 	175 
incane Miscellaneous 	817 

less 
Dividends 7 610 
Inputation for financial A62.5 3 381 
services 

Investment inccane of: 
Life insurance Unpublished 5 456 
Fraternal societies Unpublished 144 
Pension funds Unpublished 6 972 
Private non-profit Unpublished 
organizations (PNPI), 
including Unions 651 

Universities Unpublished 159 
loya1ties Unpublished 1 084 

Total 24 474 

9. Rn & Board - personal Unpublished 118 
(inputed) 



3. 

:i ,T. 	•A&fl'P 

Table 1 
Category 
Ni.ruber 

[flEA 
Category/1tn Source * 

1984 
Data 

Mill ions of Notes 

Receipts 
- cont'd 

10. Net rental incxzie Unpublished 945 

Life insurance cash 
benefits Unpublished 4 030 Including fraternal society 

benefits. 	Original source is 
Total 4 975 the Superintendent of 

Insurance RepDrt. 	It 
 Family & youth a llc,.,ances ASS. 1 2 393 sho.is death claims, annuity 

payments, surrender values 
 tkthers & disabled allo4ances and two other minor 

(provincial) P55.26 240 categories of benefits. 	This 
riznber is total, less 

 Old age security payments 155.10 10 999 dividends, and annuities. 

15 Canada Pension Plan (cPp) AS 5.38 4 045 
Cebec Pension Plan (QPP) A55.39 1 554 

Total 5 599 

16. Direct relief (provincial) 155.24 4 470 
Old age, & blind pensions 
(provincial) A55.25 705 

Direct relief (local) A55.34 713 

Total 5 888 

17. Uneiiployment insurance P55.8 9 859 
benefits 

19. rkmens 	cxlipensation A55.27 2 068 
benefits 

22. Pensions to gov't enployees P55.9 & 28 2 594 
Pensions from non-residents Unpublished 428 
Trusteed pension beiie fits Unpublished 4 354 
Life insurance annuity Unpublished 1 434 

Total 8 810 

NJ 
00 



4. 

r'!P!. 

Table 1 
Category 
Number 

NIEA 
Category/Itan Source * 

1984 
Data 

Hill ions of Notes 

Receipts 
-concluded 
23. Royalties Unpublished 1 084 

Stri)e pay Unpublished 28 
Mult occupational training A55.13 103 
Assistance to inuiigrants A55. 14 28 
Qaritab1e disburents 
to individuals Unpublished 440 

Veteran's pensions & 
allcyiances A55.2 £ 3 1 092 

RRSP benefits Unpublished 1 610 

Total 4 385 

Disbursenients 

Food, beverage, & tobacco A60.1 45 055  
less 

Food - other (inputed) 498 
Farm product consumed on farm 197 

(iiputed) 
Territories Unpublished 177 

Total 44 183 

 Clothing, footwear, & A0.5 15 518 
accessories 

less 
Territories Unpublished 45 

Total 15 473 

 Gross rent, fuel & po.der A60.9 57 159 
less 

FarmTl consumed on farm 68 
(inuted) 

Net inputed rent & OCA M2.3 13 073 
Territories Unpublished 192 

Total 43 826 



5. 

Table 1 
Category 
Number 

NIEA 
Category/Itn Source * 

1984 
Data 

Millions of $ Notes 

Disbursenents 
- cont'd 

 Furniture, etc. A60.16 22 083 
less 

Territories Unpublished 57 

Total 22 026 

 Medical care & health P.0.24 9 372 Small revisions required for 
services purpcees of this ccirpariscin 

less 
Territories Unpublished 11 

Total 9 361 

 Transportatix & A60.29 37 461 
CciiiTijm cat ions 

less 
Territ&jes Unpublished 114 

Total 37 347 

 Fecreation, entertainment, 
education & cultural M0.36 26 248 &nall revisions required for 
services purposes of this cclrparison 

Fees paid to universities Unpublished 641 
less 

Expenditures of universities Unpublished 5 436 
Territories Unpublished 62 

Total 21 391 

0 
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Rfl'P'. 

Table 1 
Category 
Number 

141EA 
Category/It n Source * 

1984 
Data 

t-Ii 11 ions of $ Notes 

Disbursnts 
- cont'd 

9. Personal goods & services A60.41 37 194 
Prniums paid 
- life insurance Unpublished 8 846 
- fraternal societies Unpublished 273 

tharitable contribetions 
applicable to religion & 
Welfare PNPI Unpublished 2 322 Based on preliminary data 

tharitable dues Unpublished 69 
Union dues Unpublished 536 

Sub total 49 240 

less 
Expenses of religions & Unpublished 3 765 Based on preliminary data 

1fare PNPI 
Trade unions Unpublished 834 Contribetions to political 
Political parties Unpublished 103 parties not available at this 
Financial sector inputations Unpublished 3 381 tine. 

Territories Unpublished 86 80% of actual number of $10En 
to a1lo, for deductions. 

Total 41 071 

I-' 



7. 

Table 1 
Category 
Number 

NIEA 
Category/Itai Source * 

1984 
Data 

Hi Ilions of $ Notes 

Djsburs€nents 
- concluded 

10. Eplcyee contributions to Unpublished 
pension plans 2 950 

13. Net Expenditures abroad A60.48 1 263 Not allocable by gocxi or 
service category. 

15. CPP 014.1 2 114 Lines 014.1 and 14.2 are all 
QPP 014.2 673 erployer and errplc'ee 

cocitributjs. 	Ad justirnts 
2 787 have been made to retain all 

enlcryee, and errplcryer portion 
16. Explqyee contributions of self-enpbyyed contributions 

to unenployment insurance Unpublished 3 164 

17. Incxzne taxes 06.18 49 555 
less 

Territories 04.166 154 

Total 49 401 

23. RRSP contributions 5 636 

Source nonemclature: 	0 - National Income & Expenditure Accounts, Catalogue 13-001 Quarterly, table & 
line number. 

A - National Incczre & Expenditure Accounts, Catalogue 13-201 Annual, table & line 
nurrier. 

0 - ystem of National Accounts, Provincial Econcinic Accounts, Catalogue 
13-213, Annual 

Unpublished - Unpublished Statistics Canada data 
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